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Welcome to the latest issue of Accelerate, which

The threat landscape continues to evolve, as always.

focuses on topics and trends in achieving security

Successful screening solutions must evolve to keep pace.

screening efficiency and success in the Customs and
border environment.

For more on the role that AI can play in border security
threat detection, see our story on p. 6. In terms of

The World Customs Organization (WCO) has

knowledge-sharing, we are proud to be part of a

designated 2019 as the year of transforming frontiers

landmark agreement reached between EMPORNAC

into SMART borders to achieve seamless trade, travel

of Guatemala and US Customs and Border Protection

and transport. The stories in this issue of Accelerate

in the Port of Gulfport, Miss., which will allow for the

underscore the crucial concepts behind the “SMART”

sharing of scanned container cargo images, greatly

acronym: Secure, Measurable, Automated, Risk

enhancing efficiency and security. See the story on p. 14.

Management-based, and Technology-driven.
S2 Global and its sister security companies are
S2 Global and its sister companies are dedicated to

sharing knowledge and experience at the 2019

ensuring Customs and border agencies are positioned

WCO Information Technology and the Technology

to evolve into state-of-the-art screening and

& Innovation Conference and Exhibition, where the

enforcement operations, accelerating secure trade by

theme is: New technologies for SMART borders – new

implementing advanced inspection technology and

opportunities for trade, travel and transport. The OSI

data integration solutions.

Systems family of security companies — S2 Global,
Rapiscan Systems, and AS&E — are pleased to be the

There is no question that speed and efficiency are

event’s corporate sponsor. Take a look at the story on

important. But truly executing on achieving SMART

p. 2 for more on the event and our role.

goals in the end depends on gathering good data, both
in terms of quality and quantity. Technology innovations

Enjoy the latest issue of Accelerate!

A

are moving ahead at a remarkable rate, particularly with
the incorporation of concepts like artificial intelligence.

S2 Global provides an intelligent platform that

But AI can only be as strong as the data foundation

delivers accelerated integrated inspection services

upon which it is built. Success will require: consistent

to secure trade, transport and events.

training of screeners; collection of high-quality images
yielding actionable, relevant data; and data- and
knowledge-sharing among the key parties who strive
daily to keep the global environment safe.

S2 Global
United States of America
An OSI Systems Company
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www.screeningsolution.com
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Accelerating
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Border Threat Detection:
The Path to Artificial
Intelligence

smuggling trends
in ThE LAST 6 MonThS

Congratulations to staff of

From https://s2university.com/smuggling-trends-map/

Irish Tax and Customs, who
successfully completed an
S2 University Image Analysis
training utilizing the American
Science and Engineering, Inc.
ZBV backscatter cargo and
vehicle screening system.

Smuggling Trends in
the Last 6 Months

Suriname

1/10/19

1800 kgs of cocaine were found
commingled with large bales of rice.

Puerto Rico
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1/12/19

170 kgs of Cocaine was secreted in a
false floor of a refrigerated container
of fish.

12/11/18

CBP Officers found 163 lbs of cocaine
in duffel bags hidden in a cargo
container.

12

Ecuador

Montreal, Canada

4/2/19

Cocaine (100 kgs) was found hidden
inside furniture
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Laredo, TX

12/10/18

Albania

49 lbs of Meth were found in a private
vehicle.

Puerto Rico

12/7/18

CBP Officers found 212 lbs of cocaine
hidden amongst manifested canned
goods.
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Important Agreement
Announced To Share
Scanned Container
Cargo Images
2/13/19

1000 kgs were found in bran oats.

Brazil

12/3/18

Police in Brazil found a false floor of
cocaine (285kgs) inside a shipment of
limes.
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Rapiscan Systems
Classic 2019 Wrap-Up

Trace Detection
Technology Provides
Flexible Solutions

1

2019 WCO Event Highlights

SMART Trade
Through
Technology &
Data
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T

he World Customs Organization

Jonathan Fleming, president of S2 Global, will

(WCO) has dedicated 2019 to

present the keynote speech at WCO IT/TI, focusing

transforming frontiers into SMART

on accelerating secure trade. He will discuss aspects

borders to achieve seamless

of achieving an operationally successful integrated

trade, travel and transport, with

inspection program using data transformation

the acronym “SMART” signifying

through the CertScan® integration platform, solving

a commitment to these guiding

current issues while preparing Customs agencies

principles: Secure, Measurable, Automated, Risk

for future growth. In addition, he will describe a

Management-based, and Technology-driven.

groundbreaking image-sharing agreement involving
US Customs and Border Protection and the Port

In keeping with that theme, WCO has merged two

of Santo Tomas de Castilla in Guatemala, as well as

major events: WCO’s Information Technology (IT)

successes being achieved on the southern U.S. border.

Conference & Exhibition has been combined with
the Technology & Innovation (TI) Forum and is now

S2 Global Marketing Director Melissa Odegaard will

the WCO IT/TI Conference and Exhibition, this year

moderate a panel on unleashing the full potential of

being held in Azerbaijan. The conference will explore

technology, and a panel of S2 Global and AS&E experts

the role that Customs and border agencies will play

will present a TechTalk discussing how to get the most

in utilizing technological solutions to support trade,

out of inspection systems through data integration,

travel and transport, ensuring that movements across

advanced security technology, and training.

borders are seamless and secure.
In the exhibit area (Exhibition Booths 1 and 2), S2
This focus directly aligns with the goals and mission

Global will demonstrate the CertScan® integration

of S2 Global and its sister security companies

platform, along with the training capabilities of S2

Rapiscan Systems | AS&E and S2 University, all part

University. Rapiscan Systems | AS&E will debut

of the OSI Systems family of security companies

the new, next-generation of Eagle® high-energy

and the corporate sponsor of the event. These

cargo inspection systems, which bring together our

companies are dedicated to assisting Customs

cutting-edge transmission detection technology

agencies to ensure they are positioned to evolve

and Z Backscatter® technology for comprehensive

into state-of-the-art screening and enforcement

detection of metallic and organic threats and

operations, accelerating secure trade by

contraband in dense cargo.

implementing advanced inspection technology and
data integration solutions.

We look forward to seeing you!

A

2019 WCO IT/TI CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
12-14 June 2019 • Baku, Azerbaijan
12 JUNE • 10:30 - 10:45

13 JUNE • 11:30 - 13:00

Keynote Speech

Stream D

TechTalk 4

Jonathan Fleming
President
S2 Global

Moderator: Melissa Odegaard
Director of Marketing
S2 Global

Joe Reiss, Vice President of Product Management &
Marketing, Rapiscan Systems | AS&E
Chris Hogg, Director of Global Software Engineering,
Rapiscan Systems | AS&E
Randall Barnby, Director of Business Development, S2 Global
Gary Heffner, Director of Training, S2 Global
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12 JUNE • 15:00 - 15:30
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W

hen designing

which inspection capabilities exceed expectations.

successful inspection

Now, businesses and agencies of all sizes have

operations the first

the ability to inspect more without slowing down.

question to ask should

Solutions designed to serve our desired outcome

be, “what outcome

are not constrained by technology limitations. They

do I need to achieve?”

are characteristically flexible to manage ebbs and

Up until recently, in

flows based on the analyzation of information. This

answering that question, agencies were beholden

allows for a long-term inspection solution that is cost

to the limitations of physical equipment and had

effective. With innovations in digital data systems,

to design a solution around system performance.

automated capable hardware and independent

Today, in the pursuit of autonomous operations,

technology enhancements, bringing the elements

technology is better, it’s easier to harness and

together under one view facilitates accelerating

augment with human intelligence to create a flow by

secure trade.

A

Even when requirements vary, a successful inspection operation has common fundamentals including:







FOUNDATION

INTEGRATED

NEUTRAL

A reliable, stable IT

One platform that supports

Incorporation of digital data

infrastructure as a base.

all operational components.

and sensor information from
any system.







AUTOMATION

SCALABLE

COMPLIANT

A process-oriented workflow

Accommodation for new needs

Able to supply compliance

setting expectations and

in traffic peaks and valleys.

information on demand

controlling the outcome.
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BORDER THREAT
DETECTION:
The Path to
Artificial Intelligence

6
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A

s global trade has become more

agency identify and apply the right technologies to

interconnected, the movement

achieve their goals. To that end, a clear operational

of people and goods between

direction must be the foundation of a successful path

countries has greatly increased

towards AI.

and detecting threats to national

become more complex. As a result, every border

2 Capture all the data obtained from the
detection platforms

security agency’s modernization agenda addresses

The selection and acquisition of detection systems

the use of technological innovation to improve their

will be driven by threat factors, physical environments,

ability to protect society. The drive to modernize is

stakeholder issues (such as desired throughput rates)

partly driven by the rapidly evolving nature of the

and budgets. As a starting point, agencies require

threat landscape—use of new technology is critical to

hardware devices that are effective at detecting

ensure agencies are ahead of, or at least keeping up

specified threats. The complexity lies in understanding

with, their adversaries’ adaptability. It can also reflect

how a specific threat could be detected under

political and budgetary pressures—the perennial push

varying conditions of concealment and whether a

for agencies to do more with less.

detection platform requires other devices to support

security at the border has

it. A layered, multi-modal solution is often the most
As part of this innovation mix, the use of artificial

effective approach.

intelligence (AI) in scanning and automatic
threat detection is a hot topic. The possibility of

These days, security devices like cargo scanners

automating some decisions on what constitutes a

are powerful data capture platforms; the specific

threat could improve both the effectiveness and

hardware and associated technology all impact the

governance of border checks, reducing human

volume, variety and value of the data obtained from a

error and opportunities for corruption. Regardless

target. As the industry continues to improve hardware

of where an agency is on its path to technological

and software, combining technologies at the platform

advancement, it must have the right foundations to

level, the resulting data are also improving.

achieve the intended benefits of AI. There are five
key areas to address:

3 Standardize the data
The greatest problem facing agencies when it comes

1 Set clear operational goals for the
technology

to managing data collected at the borders is the

Around the world, border security agencies share

have improved, the implementation of technology

the same overarching mission to protect their society

that effectively processes and analyzes the resultant

from external threats. However, each are impacted

volume for actionable intelligence is also critical. If

by political, financial and physical influences unique

the data sets are disorganized, pinpointing a threat

to that country. They are also faced with adaptable

becomes far more challenging, and the operational

adversaries, who are constantly developing methods

picture is unclear. To effectively analyze data and

to exploit their weaknesses. An agency’s awareness

identify patterns, anomalies or relationships, the

of its specific situation and its understanding of, and

data from all devices must be standardized on one

sensitivity to, an ever-changing threat environment

platform. This requires a vendor-agnostic solution that

are paramount. Only with a clear understanding of

can enable a holistic, common operational picture.

volume and variety. While data-gathering capabilities

its adversaries, environment and mission, can an

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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The new Eagle® P60 ZBx
from Rapiscan Systems |
AS&E is a drive-through,
multi-technology cargo
and vehicle inspection
system that provides
four X-ray images in a
single scan, giving border
agencies more data at the
platform level.

4 Automate security workflows and
leverage data analytics
With a common operational picture, an agency can

5 Understand the limits of Artificial
Intelligence and keep investing in
humans

decide how a series of processes are sequenced

Artificial intelligence is any technology that enables

from initiation to completion. Threat detection

a computer to demonstrate human-like intelligence.

activities can be mapped as to when and how they

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence that

happen in relation to each other to supply actionable

uses mathematical models based on data to make

intelligence for threat interdiction.

decisions. With better data, machine learning models
can make better decisions, predicting likely outcomes,

Centralized data can enable detailed investigations.

detecting previously unseen patterns.

An agency can use the harmonized data to explore
how well or poorly a specific process is performing;

While such models may eventually transform certain

investigate anomalies or confirm relationships; and

data-led processes, from a cargo or vehicle scanning

identify trends, provide forecasts and quantify risks.

perspective, the scope and variety of data are simply

To gain effective, actionable insight, operational

too broad to be able to fully hand over the image

leaders can use their experience to decide which

adjudication process to software today. The range of

workflows to automate and which processes to

potential threats, concealment methods, angles and

measure. The combination of their field expertise

orientations of hidden contraband, etc., is currently

with the right software solution will result in process

too varied and complex for even the most advanced

improvements, increased efficiency and greater

threat detection algorithms currently available. As

border security.

a result, automatic detection tools may still set off

8
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The Eagle P60 ZBx
provides a high-energy
transmission image with
material discrimination
to help the image
analyst with determining
the contents of cargo
and vehicles. The Z
Backscatter® X-ray images
highlight organic threats
to aid operators with
the detection of drugs,
currency and explosives.
This complementary
information gives
the operator a more
comprehensive view of the
contents of the vehicle.

many false alarms, making border checks slower

the journey. There is a lot of work to be done before

and less efficient as a result. Alternatively, operators

agencies can leverage AI to significantly improve

may become over-reliant on software tools that are

the performance of their non-intrusive inspection

intended to indicate a threat and ignore logic or

technology. Regardless of when or if a fully-

underutilize their image analysis training when the

automated security solution becomes available,

software fails to alert.

agencies must focus on the foundational elements
of operational excellence: set clear operational

So, while some software available today can

goals relevant to their specific threat environment;

augment image analysis by flagging anomalies for

improve operational effectiveness by acquiring

consideration or doing repetitive low-value analysis,

detection systems that enrich the veracity and

the onus remains on humans as the ultimate decision-

variety of data; and introduce software platforms

makers. To ensure image analysts are operationally

that can effectively collect and standardize the

effective, agencies must employ an ongoing threat-

data for more effective analysis and automated

specific training program and maintain sound

workflows. Finally, agencies must continue to invest

operational governance.

in the talents of the men and women who are on
the front lines to protect our borders.

A

A work in progress
The future may well belong to AI-driven automated
threat detection, but for now, both industry and
border security agencies are still at the beginning of

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE
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with technology from
Rap scan Systems | AS&E.

Customs officers are on the front lines of securing ports of
entry while preventing trade fraud and contraband smuggling.
We know Customs officers take pride in their mission. That’s why we’re proud to introduce the

all-new Eagle line of cargo and vehicle inspection systems—a new class of high-energy
®

and multi-technology scanning systems to help Customs officials around the world uncover
threats and contraband, speed up legitimate cargo clearance, and ensure proper duties are paid.

iscancargo.com/eagle
10
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“Best training course I have
had in my 19 years of service.”
—S
 2 UNIVERSITY CARGO & VEHICLE IMAGE ANALYSIS STUDENT,
CANADA BORDER SERVICES AGENCY

The Critical Element for
Effective Screening Operations:

HIGHLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
Customs initiatives are better served when the people who are responsible for the
processes are highly trained. S2 University provides training for customs agencies
looking to maximize the skill and performance of their personnel. As the first online
training portal using a common image viewer and thousands of real-world x-ray images,
S2 University’s programs result in highly skilled personnel and increased detection.

SMUGGLING TRENDS
IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
From www.s2university.com

Suriname

1/10/19

12/11/18

CBP Officers found 163 lbs of
cocaine in duffel bags hidden in a
cargo container.

12

1/12/19

170 kgs of Cocaine were secreted in a
false floor of a refrigerated container
of fish.

1800 kgs of cocaine were found
commingled with large bales of rice.

Puerto Rico

Ecuador

Montreal, Canada

4/2/19

Cocaine (100 kgs) was found hidden
inside furniture

S2 GLOBAL ACCELERATE

Congratulations to staff of
Irish Tax and Customs, who
successfully completed the
S2 University Image Analysis
Program on backscatter cargo
and vehicle images
to complement their AS&E
ZBV systems.

Laredo, TX

12/10/18

Albania

49 lbs of Meth were found in a
private vehicle.

Puerto Rico

1000 kgs were found in bran oats.

12/7/18

CBP Officers found 212 lbs of
cocaine hidden amongst manifested
canned goods.
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2/13/19

Brazil

12/3/18

Police in Brazil found a false floor of
cocaine (285kgs) inside a shipment
of limes.
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Important Agreement Announced

To Share Scanned Container Cargo Images
S2 GLOBAL and sister company Rapiscan Systems,
in collaboration with EMPORNAC of Guatemala, have
announced an important relationship to share 100%
of scanned container cargo images in real time with
U.S. Customs & Border Protection (CBP) in the Port of
Gulfport, Miss. EMPORNAC is the governing authority
of the Port of Santo Tomas de Castilla, the largest
cargo container port in Guatemala. The relationship
will be the first of its type in the United States and
region economically and industrially.

Pictured above, left to right: Ajay Mehra, Rapiscan Systems; Cesar A.
Meza Archila, EMPORNAC; Bayron Alejandro Monterrosa, EMPORNAC;
Bobby Watt, Customs and Border Protection; Jonathan Daniels, Port of
Gulfport; Jonathan Fleming, S2 Global

It has the potential to enhance efficiency and security

Port of Gulfport CEO Jonathan Daniels said that

on the U.S. end. “The ability for Customs to visualize

step is beginning right here in Gulfport. “Now the

trade before it’s loaded on ships and before it heads

opportunity to be able to clear these containers on

to the Port of Gulfport allows them to make decisions

a foreign shore, put them on the vessel, allow them

way in advance, which will speed processing,” said

the opportunity to arrive at the Port of Gulfport in the

Jonathan Fleming, president of S2 Global. “Increasing

United States, immediately put them on the chassis

efficiency in a port drives the economy locally.”

and dispatch them through the port, is extremely

is expected to positively impact the Biloxi-Gulfport

efficient,” Daniels said.
The arrangement is one that potentially could be
duplicated at other U.S. ports of entry to make
their security relationships with foreign ports more
efficient, according to Bobby Watt, director of
US CBP’s Non-Intrusive Inspection Division. The
agreement was announced in conjunction with the
Rapiscan Classic golf tournament in Biloxi, Miss.

A

www.wlox.com/2019/03/29/security-enhancements-coming-port-gulfport/
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RAPISCAN SYSTEMS CLASSIC
2019 WRAP-UP
The 2019 Rapiscan Systems Classic at Fallen Oak

In support of personnel on the front lines of safety

in Biloxi, Miss., ended as dramatically as it possibly

and security, the Rapiscan Systems Classic welcomed

could: a sudden-death playoff between two talented

all members of the military, first responders and

golfers, who matched each other stroke for stroke

Department of Homeland Security personnel to enjoy

over seven extra holes. The playoff was extended into

the TOUR event from the Patriots Patio. The Classic

a second day when the playoff was suspended due

also is supporting local Gulf Coast nonprofits through

to darkness. Kevin Sutherland emerged as champion,

the Birdies for Charity program.

defeating Scott Parel.
Several important security meetings were held in
The tournament is a PGA TOUR Champions event for

conjunction with the tournament. With support

golf’s most recognizable and accomplished players, age

from S2 Global/Rapiscan, the National Center

50 and older, including 35 members of the World Golf

for Safety & Security (NCS4) at the University of

Hall of Fame. The event was an excellent opportunity to

Mississippi convened a Stadium Security Seminar

showcase the capabilities of the OSI Systems security

focused on crowd management. In addition, the

family: Rapiscan System, S2 Global, and AS&E. Fans

Mississippi Development Authority convened the

got to experience the technology tools and expertise

2019 International Homeland Defense & Security

first hand, including a portfolio of scanning systems to

Summit, a gathering of U.S. and international

meet event security screening needs, with walk-through

government representatives, representatives of the

metal detection systems integrated into a command

military defense and security sectors, and Mississippi

center with CCTV, communications tools and other

business representatives to focus on technologies

security systems. The tournament also featured a

and techniques for securing borders, cyberspace and

fun fan experience: “Find the Contraband.” S2 Global

large crowd infrastructure.

team produced an interactive game developed by S2
University, S2 Global’s training arm, utilizing golf-themed

The 2020 Rapiscan Systems Classic promises to be

x-ray images.

another exciting week of idea exchange amongst
security focused groups. We will see you March 2329, 2020 in Biloxi, Mississippi!
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Trace Detection
Technology Provides
Flexible Solutions
Rapiscan Systems’ trace detection technology is

concerns that drug dealing and drug use are causing

providing solutions in environments where detection

a rise in violent incidents.

of contraband and explosives is crucial, including in
customs and border and law enforcement settings.

Using a non-radioactive ionization source and
optimized for narcotics detection, Itemiser® 4DN

Rapiscan’s Itemiser® technology offers many

can detect a broad range of current market threat

advantages, including portability and rapid results.

narcotics. Its capabilities including highly selective

Results require minimal interpretation, which allows

and sensitive detection of familiar narcotic threats as

operators to focus on sample acquisition. The family

well as synthetic cannabinoids and opioids.

of products includes the Itemiser® 4DX, which
provides aviation approved, non-radioactive-based

Rapiscan Systems Itemiser® 3e and 4DN, which

explosives and narcotics detection, as well as the

produce real-time results, are used to screen at main

Itemiser® DX, which is ECAC-approved and US TSA-

points of entry, including mail and parcels, visitors

approved for air cargo.

and guards. The technology is being deployed to
address serious detection challenges, including

One recent area of success for trace detection

incidents where drugs had been sprayed onto letters

technology has been in prisons in the United

and pages of books.

Kingdom. The British prison system has been
trying to stop the smuggling of contraband, due to

The new technology has yielded impressive results.
Before installation of the Itemiser® technology,
prisons were experiencing nearly 70 instances
involving new psychoactive substances per week,
imposing significant intervention costs. After
installation, the new psychoactive substance reports
have dropped to two per week, with a positive
impact on the prison environment and yielding
immediate cost savings.
For more information visit www.rapiscansystems.com
A
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Power Your Screening Operations through
®
Your Command Center: CertScan
CertScan® is designed to seamlessly integrate external data with security technology and
peripherals to facilitate an efficient operation and deliver actionable data to agencies.









INFRASTRUCTURE

COMMON
VIEWER

DATA
TRANSFORMATION

S2 UNIVERSITY

®
www.screeningsolution.com/integration
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See You Next Year!

March 23-29, 2020 • Fallen Oak • Biloxi, MS
www.rapiscansystemsclassic.com
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